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Instructing a Child's Heart Shepherd Press "A shepherding the heart resource"---Cover. Shepherding a Child’s Heart
Shepherd Press Shepherding a Child’s Heart is about how to speak to the heart of your child. The things your child does
and says ﬂow from the heart. Luke 6:45 puts it this way: “…out of the overﬂow of the heart the mouth speaks.”
Written for parents with children of any age, this insightful book provides perspectives and procedures for
shepherding your child’s heart into the paths of life. In this revised edition of Shepherding a Child’s Heart, Dr. Tedd
Tripp not only draws on his thirty years experience as a pastor, counselor, school administrator, and father, but he also
shares insights gained in many years of teaching this material in conferences worldwide, providing more valuable help
for parents. Home in the Morning Open Road Media A Southern family confronts the tumult of the 1960s, and the secrets
that bind its members together, in a novel by a National Jewish Book Award ﬁnalist. Jackson Sassaport is a man who
often ﬁnds himself in the middle. Whether torn between Stella, his beloved and opinionated Yankee wife, and
Katherine Marie, the African American girl who ﬁrst stole his teenage heart; or between standing up for his beliefs and
acquiescing to his prominent Jewish family’s imperative to not stand out in the segregated South, Jackson learns to
balance the secrets and deceptions of those around him. But one fateful night in 1960 will make the man in the middle
reconsider his obligations to propriety and family, and will start a chain of events that will change his life and the lives
of those around him forever. Home in the Morning follows Jackson’s journey from his childhood as a coddled son of the
Old South to his struggle as a young man eager to ﬁnd his place in the civil rights movement while protecting his
family. Flashing back between Jackson's adult life as a successful lawyer and his youth, Mary Glickman’s riveting novel
traces the ways that race and prejudice, family and love intertwine to shape our lives. This ebook features rare photos
and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection. Big Truths for Young Hearts Teaching and
Learning the Greatness of God Crossway Equips parents to guide their young children through all major doctrines in an
understandable, chapter-a-day format. Sure, it's easy to teach your children the essentials of Christian theology when
you're a theology professor. But what about the rest of us? With Big Truths for Young Hearts, Bruce Ware, (you
guessed it!) a theology professor, encourages and enables parents of children 6-14 years of age to teach through the
whole of systematic theology at a level their children can understand. Parents can teach their children the great truths
of the faith and shape their worldviews early, based on these truths. The book covers ten topics of systematic
theology, devoting several brief chapters to each subject, making it possible for parents to read one chapter per day
with their children. With this non-intimidating format, parents will be emboldened to be their children's primary faith
trainers-and perhaps learn a few things themselves along the way. Hints for Parents Shepherd Press A guidebook to
parenting using commentary on verses from scripture. Intentional Parenting Family Discipleship by Design Cruciform
Press There are literally thousands of books available on how to live various aspects of the Christian life. Of these, at
least a couple of dozen pertaining to family life and child training are well worth reading. This is not one of those
books. This book is designed to help you take those other books, as well as all the sermons, teachings, and
exhortations you have received on child training and leadership in the home, and make sense of it all. Pastor Tad
Thompson has assembled a biblical approach to eﬀective family discipleship. Let him share it with you in this clear,
encouraging, accessible book. This is not another book of tactics and techniques. It is a book of strategy for parents
who want to be intentional about discipleship in the home.
Don't Make Me Count to Three A Mom's Look at Heart-Oriented Discipline Shepherd Press Do you ﬁnd yourself
threatening, repeating your instructions, or raising your voice in an attempt to get your children to obey? Are you
discouraged because it seems you just can’t reach the heart of your child? Through personal experience and the
practical application of Scripture, Ginger Hubbard encourages and equips moms to reach past the outward behavior of
their children and dive deeply into the issues of the heart. Ginger’s candid approach will help moms move beyond the
frustrations of not knowing how to handle issues of disobedience and into a conﬁdent, well-balanced approach to
raising their children. It's Not Too Late Restoring Broken Relationships with Teenage and Adult Children GospelPowered Parenting How the Gospel Shapes and Transforms Parenting P & R Publishing Parents who claim the gospel as
their own have an enormous eﬀect on their marriage, their integrity, and their love for their children. Keeping the
gospel at the forefront of every aspect of marriage helps parents fear God, sensitizes them to sin, motivates them to
enter their children's world, and causes them to preach the beauty of the gospel to their children through their
marriage. Book jacket. Old Story New Ten-Minute Devotions to Draw Your Family to God New Growth Press Best-selling
children’s book author Marty Machowski helps families connect to the Bible with a theologically robust yet simple and
relatable devotional program. Old Story New is designed to explain God’s plan of salvation through the New
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Testament. Suited for children from preschool through high school, this gospel-focused book is full of ten-minute
devotions to continue the gospel story that began in Long Story Short. The consistent and short structure helps
children walk through the life-changing truths of the Christian faith in the New Testament—without overwhelming
them. The gospel story told through Old Story New is ﬁlled with adventure, suspense, drama, and mystery, captivating
young readers. Machowski makes it easy for parents and caregivers to stay on the life-giving course of sharing the
gospel with their families. Through 78 New Testament stories, Old Story New does the hard work for moms and dads.
Simple discussion questions (and answers!) for each day’s devotion help children understand and connect with Jesus’s
life, death, resurrection, and the birth of the Christian church. Old Story New isn’t devotional material preaching halftruths and moralism. This creative devotional program helps parents shepherd their children to see redemptive
history, with the central theme of Jesus illuminated clearly in every story. Don’t give up on your family devotions.
Machowski recognizes how well-intended parents and caregivers can struggle to maintain a family Bible study. A fuller,
richer understanding of the gospel will be found in Old Story New. Parenting 14 Gospel Principles That Can Radically
Change Your Family Crossway Winner of the ECPA Book of the Year Award for Christian Living What is your calling as a
parent? In the midst of folding laundry, coordinating carpool schedules, and breaking up ﬁghts, many parents get lost.
Feeling pressure to do everything “right” and raise up “good” children, it’s easy to lose sight of our ultimate purpose
as parents in the quest for practical tips and guaranteed formulas. In this life-giving book, Paul Tripp oﬀers parents
much more than a to-do list. Instead, he presents us with a big-picture view of God’s plan for us as parents. Outlining
fourteen foundational principles centered on the gospel, he shows that we need more than the latest parenting
strategy or list of techniques. Rather, we need the rescuing grace of God—grace that has the power to shape how we
view everything we do as parents. Freed from the burden of trying to manufacture life-change in our children’s hearts,
we can embrace a grand perspective of parenting overﬂowing with vision, purpose, and joy. Child Training Tips What I
Wish I Knew When My Children Were Young Wnd Books Presents symptom lists to help parents easily diagnose their
children's behavioral issues and decide on biblical solutions, addressing such topics as cultivating a good work-ethic,
stopping whining and sass, and disciplining with love. Discipline That Connects With Your Child's Heart Building Faith,
Wisdom, and Character in the Messes of Daily Life Baker Books A Powerful Approach to Bringing God's Grace to Kids Did
you know that the way we deal (or don't deal) with our kids' misbehavior shapes their beliefs about themselves, the
world, and God? Therefore it's vital to connect with their hearts--not just their minds--amid the daily behavior battles.
With warmth and grace, Jim and Lynne Jackson, founders of Connected Families, oﬀer four tried-and-true keys to
handling any behavioral issues with love, truth, and authority. You will learn practical ways to communicate messages
of grace and truth, how to discipline in a way that motivates your child, and how to keep your relationship strong, not
antagonistic. Discipline is more than just a short-term attempt to modify your child's actions--it's a long-term
investment to help them build faith, wisdom, and character for life. When you discover a better path to discipline,
you'll ﬁnd a more well-behaved--and well-believed--kid. The Faithful Parent A Biblical Guide to Raising a Family P & R
Publishing "The Faithful Parent" gives many practical, biblically based suggestions and promises that the most
important relationship in any family is vertical between parents and God. Christian parents' faithfulness gloriﬁes God
and has the biggest impact on their children. (Practical Life) Summary of Tedd Tripp's Shepherding a Child's Heart
Everest Media LLC Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 Parents
should focus on the heart, not the externals of behavior. When we miss the heart, we miss the gospel, the glory of
God, and the need for grace. #2 I have written this book to apply the principles I have seen bear good fruit in my life
and in the counseling and pastoral ministry God has given me. I have sought to apply the principles of the Bible to the
task of parenting. #3 Shepherding a Child’s Heart is a book that teaches you what your goals as a parent should be,
and how to pursue them practically. It teaches you how to engage your children about what matters, and how to
address their hearts by your words and actions. #4 The old ways of parenting no longer work. Old authoritarian
methods are ineﬀective against a culture that no longer responds to authority. Today’s parents are frustrated and
confused, and children do not act like they should. You Are Revolutionary Beaming Books You have what it takes to
change the world! This is the empowering message parenting author and podcaster Cindy Wang Brandt wants every
child to hear and embrace. In this inspiring picture book she speaks to every child who sees injustice in the world,
revealing that they already have inside themselves everything they need to make big, transformative change in the
world--just as they are. Every kid is a revolutionary! You don't need to wait until you grow up. You don't even need any
special skills. Kids who are loud, kids who are quiet, kids who make art, kids who are good at math, kids with lots of
energy, kids who are good listeners--all kids have what it takes to make a diﬀerence. Lynnor Bontigao's vibrant
illustrations feature a diverse group of children taking up a call to action and using their individual gifts to change the
world. Age of Opportunity A Biblical Guide to Parenting Teens Presbyterian & Reformed Publishing Company Teenage
hassles that disrupt parents? lives? Or prime opportunities to connect with, listen to, and nurture our kids? Paul Tripp
uncovers the heart issues aﬀecting parents and their teenagers during the often chaotic adolescent years. With wit,
wisdom, humility, and compassion, he shows parents how to seize the countless opportunities to deepen
communication, learn, and grow with their teenagers. How to Read Proverbs InterVarsity Press While many proverbs
speak to us directly, we can gain much greater insight by studying the book of Proverbs as a whole. In How to Read
Proverbs Tremper Longman III provides a welcome guide to reading, studying, understanding, and savoring the
Proverbs for all their wisdom. Most important for Christian readers, we gain insight into how Christ is the climax and
embodiment of wisdom. Wise Words for Moms 81/2 / 11, 6 page chart designed to help parents identify heart issues
from behavior. Training Hearts, Teaching Minds Family Devotions Based on the Shorter Catechism P & R Publishing
Supplies two needs: (1) proﬁtable, useable material for family devotions and (2) a practical guide for parents helping
their children learn the catechism. Marriage God's Way A Biblical Recipe for Healthy, Joyful, Christ-Centered
Relationships At its best, marriage brings joys and blessings rarely seen in this life. At its worst, marriage generates
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pain and conﬂict, often because husbands and wives do not fully understand their roles and responsibilities. Wouldn't
it be great if husbands and wives had access to clear, simple instructions on how to have a wonderful marriage? Such
instructions exist! As the author of marriage, God placed the recipe in His Word that shows husbands and wives how to
experience the marital blessings available to every couple. Whether you are preparing for your wedding, newlyweds,
or marriage veterans, you will learn those instructions in Marriage God's Way. Pastor Scott oﬀers a clear guide on the
Bible's view of marriage. He explains: Scripture's commands for husbands and wives Godly love and how to show it
Submission and headship Biblical intimacy How to build your marriage on an indestructible foundation Scott LaPierre
combines clear teaching from Scripture with practical application for daily married life to encourage, challenge, and
equip you to experience a healthy, joyful, Christ-centered relationship. Successful Christian Parenting Raising Your
Child with Care, Compassion, and Common Sense W Publishing Group More than ever, Christians need to know what the
Bible actually teaches about parenting, and put it into practice. In Successful Christian Parenting, pastor/teacher John
MacArthur presents time-proven principles of biblical parenting clearly and carefully to help parents make sense of
their duties before God and to bring up their children in the ways of the Lord. Entrusted with a Child's Heart Every Day
Counts The Young Peacemaker Shepherd Press The newly reformatted Young Peacemaker Set The Young Peacemaker
Set includes a 200 page Teacher Manual designed in a workbook format, and the appendices can be photocopied for
child or student use. Divided into three sections: Understanding, Responding and Preventing Conﬂict, each lesson has
a goal, objectives, principle, and needs clearly outlined at the beginning, and is followed by teacher's notes on setting
the stage and questions to ask. Reproducible student activity sheets for all twelve lessons are included on an enclosed
CD for ease of duplication. Help illustrate the conﬂicts and talk about possible solutions--good and bad--and what's
wrong with the "bad" solutions. A lesson summary reaﬃrms the lesson's main points. Recommended for grades 3-7,
but can be adapted for younger or older students. Shepherding a Child's Heart Leader's Guide Shepherd Press Outlines
the book Shepherding a Child's Heart by Tedd Tripp in Question and answer form. The questions are designed to insure
that all the central material in the original book is covered. The answers are quotes from the original book.
Shepherding a Child’s Heart: Parent’s Handbook Shepherd Press The Shepherding a Child’s Heart Parent’s Handbook is
not just a ﬁll-in-the-blank study guide that rehearses the material in Shepherding a Child’s Heart. In the ten years
since the publication of Shepherding, Tedd Tripp has had the opportunity to teach on childrearing to thousands of
young parents across the country and in many other parts of the world. That, coupled with ten years of insights into
God’s Word on the subject, has resulted in a broader and deeper understanding of the content and application of
Shepherding a Child’s Heart. Here are questions about the meaning and application of Scripture texts to the
challenges of shepherding children. Family Worship Give Them Grace Dazzling Your Kids with the Love of Jesus
Crossway How are parents to raise children so they don’t become Pharisees (legalists) or prodigals (rebels)? It’s all
about grace-ﬁlled, gospel-driven parenting, says the mother/daughter team of Elyse Fitzpatrick and Jessica Thompson.
Christian parents, in their desire to raise godly children, can drift toward rule-centered discipline. There is, however, a
far more eﬀective method—a grace-motivated approach that begins with the glorious truth of God’s love for sinners. In
Give Them Grace, parents will learn how to connect the beneﬁts of the cross—especially regeneration, adoption, and
justiﬁcation—to their children’s daily lives. Chapters address topics such as our inability to follow the law perfectly,
God’s forgiveness and love displayed at the cross, and what true heart obedience looks like. Fitzpatrick and Thompson
also discuss discipline, dealing with popular culture, and evangelism as a way of life. Parents will ﬁnd this book a great
resource for raising grace-ﬁlled, Jesus-loving kids. The Duties of Parents Illustrated "Train a child in the way he should
go, and when he is old he will not turn from it." [Proverbs 22:6] Although ﬁrst published more than a century ago,
Ryle's The Duties of Parents contains principles of parenting that still resonate today. Jesus, the Gentle Parent Gentle
Christian Parenting In this examination of mainstream Christian parenting practices and the doctrinal beliefs behind
them, best-selling author L.R.Knost debunks common cultural and theological beliefs about spanking, original sin, sin
nature, submission, authority, obedience, breaking a child's will, and more along with providing grace-ﬁlled, gentle
solutions to behavior issues. Raising Real Men Surviving, Teaching, and Appreciating Boys Great Waters Press Families
with boys often ﬁnd the world reacts to them in mock horror. Even though parents love their sons, privately they admit
that boys can be a handful to raise--they are boisterous, competitive, reckless, distractable. The challenge of wills
between parent and son starts early, and the quest to civilize young bulls may seem hopeless some days. Yet believers
know that God has given them children as a gift of heaven, specially chosen for their particular families and marked as
a blessing. If that's so, why does it seem so hard? How can we prepare these boys to serve God when it's all we can do
to make it through another day? Isn't there a better way? Raising Real Men: Surviving, Teaching and Appreciating Boys
shows the answer is emphatically yes. Written by the parents of six boys, Raising Real Men provides hope and
encouragement to families with sons. Starting from the premise that God made boys to become men, Hal and Melanie
Young oﬀer Biblical principles and tested, practical ideas for training the manly virtues that can drive parents and
teachers up the wall. This is a practical guide to equipping the hearts and minds of boys without breaking or losing
your own. "...earthy, realistic, humorous, and scriptural ..." -- Douglas Wilson, author, Future Men "This is just what the
doctor ordered for parents who want to raise capable Christian men of character." -- John Rosemond, author, Parenting
By The Book Mama's Got a Fake I.D. How to Reveal the Real You Behind All That Mom WaterBrook No one begins life as a
mom. Before you have children, you are an amazing combination of friend, daughter, conﬁdant, visionary, encourager,
and thinker. You start out in life using your gifts and abilities in a surprising variety of settings. Then you have
children and the role of mom–as wonderful as it is–seems to consume you. It’s easy to lose your identity when others
see you as a mom and little else. What happened to the artist, the team-builder, the organizer, the entrepreneur, the
leader–the person you’ve lost touch with? In Mama’s Got a Fake I.D., Caryn Dahlstrand Rivedeneira helps moms like
you reclaim the person God made you to be. God still wants to use you in ways that let your gifts, passions, and
personality shine. This inspiring and practical guide will show you how to break free from false guilt, learn a new
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language to express your true identity, and follow God’s lead in sharing who you really are. God wants you to discover
who he made you to be–in your family and beyond. It’s time to reveal the woman who got hidden behind all that mom.
Transforming Grace NavPress Living Conﬁdently in God's Unfailing Love Grace is amazing because it is God's provision
for when we fall short of His standards. Unfortunately, too many of us embrace grace for our salvation but then leave it
behind in our everyday lives. We base our relationship with God on our performance rather than on His love for us,
even when we intuitively know that our performance cannot earn us the love we so desperately crave. Isn't it time to
stop trying to measure up and begin accepting the transforming power of God's grace? The product of more than ten
years of Bible study, Navigator author Jerry Bridges's Transforming Grace is a fountainhead of inspiration and renewal
that will show you just how inexhaustible and generous God's grace really is. This edition includes the full study guide,
which was formerly available as a separate product (ISBN 9781600063046). Bringing Up Boys Tyndale House Publishers,
Inc. Here’s sensible advice and caring encouragement on raising boys from the nation’s most trusted parenting
authority, Dr. James Dobson. With so much confusion about the role of men in our society, it’s no wonder so many
parents and teachers are asking questions about how to bring up boys. Why are so many boys in crisis? What qualities
should we be trying to instill in young males? Our culture has viliﬁed masculinity and, as a result, an entire generation
of boys is growing up without a clear idea of what it means to be a man. In the runaway bestseller Bringing Up Boys,
Dr. Dobson draws from his experience as a child psychologist and family counselor, as well as extensive research, to
oﬀer advice and encouragement based on a ﬁrm foundation of biblical principles. What Did You Expect? (Redesign)
Redeeming the Realities of Marriage Crossway Marriage always involves two ﬂawed people living with each other in a
fallen world. Yet many couples say “I do” with unrealistic expectations, leaving them unprepared for the day-to-day
diﬃculties of married life. This unique book introduces a biblical and practical approach to dealing with the challenges
of marriage that is rooted in God’s faithfulness and the Bible’s teaching on sin and grace. Outlining six practical
commitments that give shape and momentum to a truly healthy and fulﬁlling union, this redesigned book will equip
couples to develop thriving, grace-based marriages in all circumstances and seasons of their relationships. Preparing
Your Teens for College Faith, Friends, Finances, and Much More Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Will my teens’ faith be
strong enough to withstand the tests of college? Will they focus on their studies or squander their free time? Will they
form healthy friendships or join the wrong crowd? Dr. Alex Chediak has watched too many college students ﬂounder
over these issues and many others. Sadly, 45 percent of those who start oﬀ at a four-year college will not complete
their degree. At a time when college has never been more expensive, too many of our children are failing. What makes
the diﬀerence? Character, a strong faith, and a willingness to delay gratiﬁcation. And where is that learned? Ideally, at
home. In this book, Alex will give you everything you need to help your teens not only successfully navigate the college
years but also real life. Alex covers all the hot-button issues: dating, premarital sex, roommates, grades, career
guidance, God, and much more. You won’t want to be without this essential survival manual for college. Hints for
Parents Shepherd Press The eternal truths of the Bible never change. God does not change, but cultural standards and
expectations change with each generation. One of the beneﬁts of reading books by saints from the past is that they
surprise us by bringing a whole diﬀerent set of cultural expectations and standards to their exposition of the
unchanging truths of Scripture. Hints for Parents is full of practical parenting insights. Gardiner Spring candidly
reminds us of God’s calling to us as parents and encourages us to pursue that calling with our eyes ﬁxed on the hope
that is found in God’s gracious promises to his people. Interspersed in the text are comments and encouragements
from Tedd Tripp that help us ﬁll in the gaps between the original publication date of 1835 and the present day. Long
Story Short Ten-Minute Devotions to Draw Your Family to God New Growth Press Family Bible study doesn't have to be
complicated. Best-selling children's book author Marty Machowski helps busy parents share the gospel story with their
kids through Long Story Short, an outstanding devotional book full of stories, illustrations, and applicable learning
suggestions. For active families, reading the Bible together can feel overwhelming. Long Story Short is designed to
explain God's plan of salvation through the Old Testament, focusing on the hero of Scripture and important biblical
truths without being corny, confusing, or condescending. As a creative and Christ-centered family devotional, Long
Story Short equips parents to make disciples in their homes by breaking down the Bible story in shorter, easy-tounderstand sections. Both practical and simple, this beautifully designed book is faithful and interactive to Scripture.
Machowski guides families through the Old Testament stories, drawing on his experience as a father of six and family
life pastor. Christian parents know the importance of passing the gospel story on to their children, yet we live in a busy
world ﬁlled with distractions. Schedules collide, homework and laundry and soccer practice await, and before you know
it, it's easy to miss God's Word. With just ten minutes a day, ﬁve days a week, parents have enough time to pass on
the most valuable treasure the world has ever known. Long Story Short is a family devotional program designed to
cultivate honest and powerful discussion about the Bible, which is the catalyst for change in children's lives. Parenting
Forward How to Raise Children with Justice, Mercy, and Kindness Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing A progressive Christian
parenting book with a social-justice orientation How do we build a better world? One key way, says Cindy Wang Brandt,
is by learning to raise our children with justice, mercy, and kindness. In Parenting Forward Brandt equips Christian
parents to model a way of following Jesus that has an outward focus, putting priority on loving others, avoiding
judgment, and helping those in need. She shows how parents must work on dismantling their own racial, cultural,
gender, economic, and religious biases in order to avoid passing them on to their children. “By becoming aware of the
complex ways we participate in systems of inequality or hierarchy,” she says, “we begin to resist systemic injustice
ourselves, empower our children, and change our communities.” Parenting with Words of Grace Building Relationships
with Your Children One Conversation at a Time Crossway How you speak to your kids today will impact your relationship
with them tomorrow. As a parent, your words are powerful. What you say and how you say it has the potential to
either invite your children into deeper relationship with you or push them away. What’s more, in a very real sense,
your words represent—or misrepresent—God’s words to his children— meaning they have the power to shape how your
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children view their heavenly Father. Oﬀering practical guidance for grace-ﬁlled communication in the midst of the
craziness of everyday life, this accessible guide will help you speak in ways that reﬂect the grace God has shown to
you in the gospel.
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